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SLEEPY TRUDY

BY CHARLIE LOVETT

CAST OF CHARACTERS
# of lines

JOE GREEN ............................father of Sylvester and Myrtle; 36 
Perdita’s husband; a Bridgite

PERDITA GREEN .....................mother of Sylvester and Myrtle; 34 
Joe’s wife; unlike the rest of 
her family, she is not enthusiastic 
about crossing the bridge

SYLVESTER GREEN .................son of Joe and Perdita; 37 
Myrtle’s brother; a Bridgite

MYRTLE GREEN .....................daughter of Perdita and Joe; 39 
Sylvester’s sister; a Bridgite

VICTOR ..................................father of Wolfgang; Rowena’s 41 
husband; an Anti-Bridgite

ROWENA ................................mother of Wolfgang; Victor’s wife; 33 
an Anti-Bridgite

WOLFGANG ............................a chef; son of Victor and Rowena; 42 
scared of crossing the bridge

FELICITY ................................fairy godmother who 44 
believes in crossing the bridge

FORSYTHIA ............................assistant to Felicity 44
HERMEY ................................new assistant to Felicity; 49 

not an elf
EVIL QUEEN ...........................opposed to crossing the bridge 41
TRUDY ...................................daughter of the Evil Queen; 36 

has a lot of trouble sleeping 
so is always tired

QUASIMODO ..........................newest member 42 
of the Evil Queen’s staff

BRUNHILDA ...........................a troll and assistant 42 
to the Evil Queen

OFFICER WALDO .....................takes the job of enforcing 39 
the law seriously 

PRIME MINISTER PITT .............town leader who isn’t quite 22 
sure what to do about the bridge

LOU THE UPS GUY..................delivery person who knows all 41 
about the goings-on in Wychwood; 
serves as our narrator
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SETTING
Place:  Wychwood-under-Ooze
Time:  The present

SET DESCRIPTION

There are three main playing areas, established primarily by shifts 
in lighting. CENTER STAGE is Wychwood Square, where a footbridge 
leads OFF UP LEFT. DOWNSTAGE and to the LEFT of the bridge is a 
small bench backed by some large rocks. A large tree is UP RIGHT.

The two other locations are set DOWNSTAGE. DOWN RIGHT is the 
castle of the Evil Queen. DOWN LEFT is the Fairy Godmother’s house. 
Both of these can be indicated by simple flats or backdrops. In each 
residence is a small table. In the Fairy Godmother’s house, there’s an 
empty display stand for artifacts.

SCENE BREAKS

Since all three sets remain onstage for the entire show, the scene 
breaks indicated in the script are mostly for rehearsal purposes. Action 
should flow continuously from one scene to the next as the lights shift 
from one area to another.

For a character breakdown by scene, please consult the director’s 
book.
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SLEEPY TRUDY

Scene One
LIGHTS UP on Wychwood Square.
LOU:  (ENTERS. To AUDIENCE.) Hello, folks. I’m Lou the UPS Guy, and 

this here is Wychwood-under-Ooze. Over there is the Evil Queen’s 
castle, and down there by the river is where the Fairy Godmother 
lives. Up there is the Wychwood Bridge, but you’ll be hearing more 
about that later. Right here is a big butternut tree. Nice fictional 
land, know what I mean? Well, it’s early morning, and it looks like 
trouble is already brewing. (Steps to the side. SYLVESTER and JOE 
ENTER LEFT. SYLVESTER carries a sign reading “Cross the bridge.” 
ROWENA and VICTOR ENTER RIGHT. ROWENA carries a sign reading 
“Stay on this side.” They meet CENTER.)

SYLVESTER/JOE:  Cross the bridge! Cross the bridge!
VICTOR:  Cross the bridge? Are you crazy?
ROWENA:  You don’t know what’s over there.
SYLVESTER:  That’s the whole point of going. To find out.
VICTOR:  There’s nothing over there.
JOE:  That’s what you say. Maybe I say different.
SYLVESTER:  Sure looks like there’s something over there.
ROWENA:  A matte painting maybe, or a green screen. That’s all it is.
JOE:  I hear it’s a whole country just like Wychwood, only backwards. 

(VICTOR and JOE each raise a hand with a finger pointed up as if to 
make a point and the action FREEZES. LOU steps in front of them.)

LOU:  (To AUDIENCE.) And that’s the way it was for years and years. 
Bridgites and Anti-Bridgites arguing about what was or wasn’t on 
the other side. (Steps to the side as the OTHERS UNFREEZE.)

SYLVESTER:  It’s a world full of elves ruled by a fat man who delivers 
presents.

VICTOR:  It’s a black hole!
JOE:  It’s a magical land of hobbits and wizards.
ROWENA:  I’m sure it’s just an optical illusion.
LOU:  (To AUDIENCE.) And eventually those arguments turned into 

shoving matches. (EXITS LEFT. VICTOR shoves JOE.)
JOE:  Did you shove me? You can’t shove me.
VICTOR:  I just did.
JOE:  Well, I guess I can shove you back. (Shoves VICTOR. Both raise 

their fists to fight.)
OFFICER WALDO:  (Rushes ON RIGHT, blowing a whistle, and steps 

between VICTOR and JOE, holding them apart.) All right, all right. 
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Break it up. The prime minister has decreed that there be no 
shoving, no yelling and no mentioning of the word “bridge.”

JOE:  That’s ridiculous. On pain of what?
OFFICER WALDO:  On pain of not being invited to her birthday party.
JOE:  Will there be cupcakes?
OFFICER WALDO:  It is my understanding that there will be apple 

muffins.
JOE:  I do like apple muffins.
VICTOR:  (To OFFICER WALDO.) Oh, don’t be such a baby. The prime 

minister can’t stop us from saying a specific word.
OFFICER WALDO:  But she decreed it. No saying the word “bridge.”
JOE:  But you just said it yourself.
OFFICER WALDO:  But I was talking about the decree.
JOE:  What decree?
OFFICER WALDO:  The decree about the word “bridge.”
SYLVESTER:  There! You said it again. Ha ha!
OFFICER WALDO:  Look, I don’t care what I said. I’m the police officer 

here, and I’m telling you to take your signs and go home.
JOE:  We’re being repressed! We’re being repressed!
SYLVESTER:  We’ll go for now, but one of these days, I’m going to 

cross that ridge-bay.
VICTOR:  Not if I can help it. (JOE and SYLVESTER stomp OFF LEFT. 

ROWENA and VICTOR EXIT RIGHT. OFFICER WALDO looks down and 
shakes his head.)

LOU:  (ENTERS LEFT and crosses to OFFICER WALDO.) Rough day?
OFFICER WALDO:  I’ve had worse. But pretty soon the prime minister 

is going to have to decide what to do about this bridge.
LOU:  Are you supposed to say that word?
OFFICER WALDO:  Drat! And I really wanted to go to the birthday party. 

I love apple muffins. (EXITS RIGHT.)
LOU:  (To AUDIENCE.) So you see how it is, friends. Some folks want to 

cross the bridge… (Indicates FAIRY GODMOTHER’S house.) …and 
some folks don’t. (Indicates the Evil Queen’s castle DOWN RIGHT 
as the LIGHTS FADE to BLACK.)

End of Scene One

Scene Two
LIGHTS UP on the Evil Queen’s Castle. EVIL QUEEN, BRUNHILDA and 
QUASIMODO are there. A megaphone called the Cone of Mystery sits 
on a small table.
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EVIL QUEEN:  Brunhilda, this is your new assistant. (Points away from 
QUASIMODO.)

QUASIMODO:  I’m over here.
EVIL QUEEN:  Sorry. Horrible eyesight, you know.
BRUNHILDA:  (Shakes hands with QUASIMODO.) Pleased to meet you, 

I suppose. I’m Brunhilda. I’m a troll.
QUASIMODO:  Quasimodo.
BRUNHILDA:  Quasimodo? What kind of a name is that?
QUASIMODO:  It means half… modo.
BRUNHILDA:  Half modo?
QUASIMODO:  Yeah. I also have a half brother Quatromodo and a 

double brother Totomodo.
BRUNHILDA:  A double brother? (TRUDY ENTERS RIGHT, yawning. She 

wears pajamas and carries a pillow and teddy bear.)
QUASIMODO:  Yeah. He used to comfort me when I was afraid of the 

dark. He was like a two-thirds father to me.
EVIL QUEEN:  Good morning, Trudy. Did you sleep well?
TRUDY:  No, I did not sleep well. I never sleep well. (Curls up on the 

floor with her pillow.)
BRUNHILDA:  Perhaps if I sang you a lullaby? Do you like Norwegian 

folk music?
EVIL QUEEN:  No lullabies! You two have one job and one job only… to 

keep those Bridgites from trying to cross that bridge. (Points in the 
opposite direction of the bridge.)

BRUNHILDA:  The bridge is up there, your myopic majesty. (TRUDY 
snores occasionally.)

EVIL QUEEN:  To keep the Bridgites from trying to cross that bridge. 
(Points the correct way.)

QUASIMODO:  Why shouldn’t they cross the bridge if they want to?
EVIL QUEEN:  Trust me, it’s for their own good. As long as I am an evil 

queen in Wychwood, no one will cross that bridge.
BRUNHILDA:  But are you an evil queen, exactly? Isn’t that just your 

name?
EVIL QUEEN:  (Crosses away from BRUNHILDA and QUASIMODO.) That’s 

beside the point. I want that bridge blockaded!
BRUNHILDA:  (Crosses to EVIL QUEEN, leaving QUASIMODO alone next 

to the table.) It would be a lot easier if we had some flying monkeys.
EVIL QUEEN:  I can’t afford flying monkeys. I’ve told you that before.
QUASIMODO:  If you need some money, why don’t you sell this? (Picks 

up the cone. EVIL QUEEN and BRUNHILDA gasp in horror and turn 
toward QUASIMODO.)
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BRUNHILDA:  Put that down! That is the Cone of Mystery.
EVIL QUEEN/BRUNHILDA:  (Bow to the cone. [NOTE:  They do this 

in awe and reverence whenever someone mentions the Cone of 
Mystery.]) Cone of Mystery.

TRUDY:  (Sits up, suddenly awake. Bows a little late.) Cone of Mystery.
QUASIMODO:  (Puts the cone back on the table.) What’s a Cone of 

Mystery?
EVIL QUEEN/TRUDY/BRUNHILDA:  (Bow.) Cone of Mystery.
TRUDY:  It’s one of the three ancient artifacts of Wychwood.
BRUNHILDA:  (Crosses with EVIL QUEEN back to QUASIMODO.). It is 

said that when the artifacts are reunited, the bridge will fall into 
the water.

EVIL QUEEN:  But until then, what do you intend to do to guard that 
bridge? (TRUDY falls asleep again.)

QUASIMODO:  (To BRUNHILDA.) I’m just spitballing here, but since 
you’re a troll, couldn’t you live under the bridge and scare people 
away?

BRUNHILDA:  Live under the bridge?
QUASIMODO:  Yeah, there must be a cave or something.
BRUNHILDA:  Of course there’s a cave, but it’s damp and moldy and 

dark.
QUASIMODO:  Sounds perfect for a troll.
BRUNHILDA:  Hello! Are you crazy? I happen to be very sensitive to 

damp, highly allergic to mold, and extremely afraid of the dark.
QUASIMODO:  You’re a troll, and you’re afraid of the dark?
BRUNHILDA:  Well, excuse me if I didn’t have a double brother to 

comfort me like some people.
EVIL QUEEN:  I don’t care how you guard the bridge, just guard it! Now 

get out of my sight!
QUASIMODO:  That won’t be hard. (EXITS RIGHT with BRUNHILDA.)
EVIL QUEEN:  (Sighs in exasperation and turns to leave, but bumps into 

a wall.) Ow! (EXITS RIGHT as the LIGHTS FADE to BLACK.)
End of Scene Two

Scene Three
LIGHTS UP on Wychwood Square. Several packages are stacked 
near the end of the bridge. PERDITA ENTERS LEFT, carrying a basket. 
WOLFGANG ENTERS RIGHT. As always, he wears a chef uniform.
WOLFGANG:  Good morning, Mrs. Green.
PERDITA:  Good morning, Wolfgang.
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WOLFGANG:  Off to the market, I see. And what are you shopping for 
this morning?

PERDITA:  We live in Wychwood-under-Ooze, and the only crop in 
Wychwood-under-Ooze is apples, so I’m shopping for apples.

WOLFGANG:  Why, what a coincidence. I’ve just been working on a new 
recipe for grilled apple steaks.

PERDITA:  You are a genius in the kitchen, Wolfgang. Do you think you 
could teach me your recipe?

WOLFGANG:  Of course, Mrs. Green.
MYRTLE:  (Rushes ON LEFT.) Mom! Mom!
PERDITA:  Myrtle. Why so out of breath?
MYRTLE:  You’ll never guess what happened.
PERDITA:  Did the prime minister declare that today is officially 

National Guinea Pig Day?
MYRTLE:  No, I was up by the bridge and—
PERDITA:  Did your brother finally solve his Rubik’s cube?
MYRTLE:  No! Dad and Sylvester got in trouble again from Officer 

Waldo for protesting at the bridge.
PERDITA:  Oh, those men! When will they ever learn to keep their ideas 

to themselves?
WOLFGANG:  They were probably fighting with my parents. They’re 

always complaining about crazy people who want to cross the 
bridge.

MYRTLE:  I don’t see what’s so crazy about wanting to cross the 
bridge. Maybe there’s something to eat over there besides apples. 
I’m so tired of apples.

PERDITA:  Tired of apples? Why, who ever heard of such a thing?! You 
know what they say, “The person who is tired of apples is tired of 
life.”

MYRTLE:  But don’t you wonder if there might be other things to eat?
PERDITA:  What do you mean other things to eat? I don’t understand. 

Apples are for eating. Other things are for… for other things.
WOLFGANG:  Next thing you’ll want to go bobbing for rain boots.
PERDITA:  Or dress as Johnny Radiator-Seed for Famous Wychwoodians 

Day. Tired of apples. Don’t be ridiculous. Now, I’ve got to get to the 
market. I’ll see you later in the kitchen, Wolfgang. (EXITS RIGHT.)

MYRTLE:  Do you really think people who want to cross the bridge are 
crazy?

WOLFGANG:  Look, Myrtle, the last people we know of who crossed 
the bridge were the three Billy Goats Gruff, and we all know what 
happened to them.
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MYRTLE:  No, we don’t know what happened to them. For all we know, 
they got across safely and are living in a magical land full of mad 
hatters and wizarding schools and giant peaches.

WOLFGANG:  What’s a peach?
MYRTLE:  I think it’s a kind of apple.
WOLFGANG:  Look, do you want to know why I don’t want to cross the 

bridge?
MYRTLE:  Yes, I do.
WOLFGANG:  What if there is something else to eat over there? Right 

now, I’m the greatest chef in Wychwood because I’m a genius with 
apples.

MYRTLE:  (Sarcastic.) And so modest.
WOLFGANG:  But I don’t know how to cook anything else. If the land 

across the bridge is full of mythical foods like chocolate and 
macaroni and cheese and hot dogs, then I’d just be… ordinary.

MYRTLE:  So you do believe in the land across the bridge.
WOLFGANG:  Sure I do. I’m just…
MYRTLE:  Scared?
WOLFGANG:  Yeah.
MYRTLE:  That’s okay. Scared I can work with. (Takes WOLFGANG’S 

arm and they EXIT LEFT as the LIGHTS FADE to BLACK.)
End of Scene Three

Scene Four
LIGHTS UP on the Fairy Godmother’s house. There is a small table with 
an empty display stand on it. FORSYTHIA and HERMEY ENTER LEFT 
and cross to FELICITY.
FORSYTHIA:  Greetings, Fairy Godmother. This is your new assistant, 

Hermey.
FELICITY:  Oh, wonderful! I’ve always wanted an elf. How are you, 

Shermey? (Shakes HERMEY’S hand.)
HERMEY:  I’m not an elf. I’m a third grader. (Or actor’s actual grade. 

See PRODUCTION NOTES.) And the name is Hermey.
FELICITY:  You must be an elf, Shermey. You’re wearing a pointy hat.
HERMEY:  It’s Hermey!
FORSYTHIA:  She’s a little hard of hearing.
HERMEY:  And Forsythia made me wear this hat.
FORSYTHIA:  It reminds me of the Cone of Mystery.
FELICITY/FORSYTHIA:  (Like the others, they bow and reverently repeat 

the words whenever they are spoken.) Cone of Mystery.
HERMEY:  What’s that?
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FELICITY:  One of the three ancient artifacts of Wychwood—the 
Unusual Disks, the Letter P and the Cone of Mystery.

FELICITY/FORSYTHIA:  (Bow.) Cone of Mystery.
HERMEY:  The Letter P is an ancient artifact?
FORSYTHIA:  Oh, yes. It is said that when the three artifacts are 

reunited, the bridge will be open for all to pass.
FELICITY:  What a glorious day!
FORSYTHIA:  Sadly, the Fairy Godmother only possesses one of the 

ancient artifacts—the Unusual Disks.
FELICITY:  What sort of risk?
FORSYTHIA:  Not risks, Felicity. Disks! The Unusual Disks.
FELICITY:  Ah, the Unusual Disks. Would you like to see them, my elfin 

friend?
HERMEY:  (To FORSYTHIA.) Is there any way to convince her that I’m 

not an elf?
FORSYTHIA:  Probably not.
HERMEY:  (Bold.) As sure as I’m an elf, I would love to see the Unusual 

Disks.
FELICITY:  Forsythia, fetch the Unusual Disks. (FORSYTHIA EXITS 

LEFT.) So, Shermey, what’s it like being an elf?
HERMEY:  I’m a child.
FELICITY:  You’re wild? Oh, you must tell me all about life as a wild elf. 

Where do you live?
HERMEY:  (Gives up.) I live at the North Pole and make toys for all the 

good boys and girls, and on Christmas Eve I polish Santa’s boots 
for him.

FELICITY:  How exciting for you. Where’s the North Hole? (Conspiratorial.) 
Is it across the bridge?

FORSYTHIA:  (ENTERS LEFT with the two small glass disks.) Here they 
are, Felicity. The Unusual Disks.

HERMEY:  Those are unusual. They certainly don’t have any disks like 
that in Elfland where I live.

FORSYTHIA:  (Places the Unusual Disks in their display stand on the 
table.) Now, if we only had the Letter P and the Cone of Mystery.

FORSYTHIA/FELICITY:  (Bow.) Cone of Mystery.
FELICITY:  Shermey, if you’re going to work for me you must learn to 

show the proper respect for the Cone of Mystery.
FELICITY/FORSYTHIA/HERMEY:  (Bow.) Cone of Mystery.
FORSYTHIA:  Unfortunately, the Evil Queen possesses the Cone of 

Mystery.
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FORSYTHIA/HERMEY/FELICITY:  (Bow.) Cone of Mystery.
FELICITY:  And the Letter P has been lost for years.
HERMEY:  Then, how do you spell “pasta” or “pork chops” or 

“pastrami”?
FELICITY:  What are those?
HERMEY:  They’re things to eat.
FORSYTHIA:  Oh, you’re just making that up. Apples are things to eat, 

you silly elf.
HERMEY:  Well, if you’re so keen to reunite the three ancient artifacts, 

why don’t you search for the Letter P and steal the Cone of 
Mystery?

FORSYTHIA/FELICITY/HERMEY:  (Bow.) Cone of Mystery.
FORSYTHIA:  Shermey, you’re brilliant. I shall search for the Letter P, 

and you sneak into the Evil Queen’s castle and steal the—
HERMEY:  Yeah, yeah, I know what I’m supposed to steal. You don’t 

have to say it out loud. (EXITS LEFT, followed by FORSYTHIA.)
FELICITY:  I like that elf. (BLACKOUT.)

End of Scene Four

Scene Five
LIGHTS UP on Wychwood Square.
LOU:  (ENTERS LEFT with more packages and sets them down near 

the others next to the bridge. To AUDIENCE.) Every morning, Prime 
Minister Pitt makes the rounds of Wychwood-under-Ooze, greeting 
the people. In fact, here she comes now.

PITT:  (ENTERS RIGHT.) Good morning, Lou.
LOU:  Good morning, Prime Minister.
PITT:  Anything new happening in the kingdom?
LOU:  Let’s see, the Fairy Godmother has a new staff member who 

claims not to be an elf, and the Evil Queen has hired a new 
assistant. Someone called Quasimodo.

OFFICER WALDO:  (ENTERS RIGHT, pulling TRUDY by the arm. She still 
has her teddy bear.) Morning, Prime Minister.

PITT:  Good morning, Officer Waldo. Morning, Trudy.
TRUDY:  (Yawns.) This is so stupid. Why should there be a law against 

sleeping?
OFFICER WALDO:  You were sleeping on top of the Wychwood well. 

Nobody could get any water.
TRUDY:  But I’m so sleepy. (OFFICER WALDO drags TRUDY UPSTAGE. 

During the following conversation, he mimes lecturing her, wagging 
his finger in her face.)
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE

Wychwood Square:  Footbridge, small bench, large rocks, tree. A pile of 
packages is added for Scene Three and remains for the rest of the play.

Evil Queen’s castle:  Small table with megaphone (the Cone of Mystery)

Fairy Godmother’s house:  Small table with an empty display stand on it

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Scene One:

Sign reading “Cross the bridge” (SYLVESTER)
Sign reading “Stay on this side” (ROWENA)

Scene Two:
Pillow, teddy bear (TRUDY)

Scene Three:
Basket (PERDITA)

Scene Four:
Two small glass disks (FORSYTHIA)

Scene Five:
Packages (LOU)
Teddy bear (TRUDY)

Scene Eight:
Sign that reads “Danger. Ice on bridge” (BRUNHILDA)

Scene Eleven:
Letter (VICTOR)

Scene Thirteen:
Teddy bear (TRUDY)

Scene Fourteen:
Letter (WOLFGANG)

Scene Fifteen:
Basket of apples (MYRTLE)
Package (LOU)

Scene Sixteen:
“Welcome Home, Children” sign (PERDITA, JOE)
“Close the Bridge” sign (VICTOR, ROWENA)

Scene Seventeen:
Amazon package (MYRTLE)
Grocery bag with macaroni and cheese, Nacho Cheese Doritos 

and a giant chocolate bar (WOLFGANG)
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Scene Nineteen:
Letter (WOLFGANG)

Scene Twenty-one:
Large letter P (SYLVESTER)

MUSIC EFFECTS

Upbeat spy music, suspenseful music.

COSTUMES

OFFICER WALDO wears an officer’s uniform with a whistle hung around 
his neck.

TRUDY wears pajamas for the majority of the play, but then changes 
into regular clothes for Scene Twenty-one.

WOLFGANG wears a chef uniform.

HERMEY wears a pointy hat.

FLEXIBLE CASTING

LOU, OFFICER WALDO, QUASIMODO, BRUNHILDA, HERMEY and PRIME 
MINISTER PITT can be played by males or females.

REFERENCES TO THIRD GRADERS

A few times in the script there are references to characters being third 
graders. It is at the director’s discretion whether to keep this reference 
for humor’s sake or modify it to reflect the actual grade of the actor.
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We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!


